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INTRODUCTION
The over-riding principle for the development of
Midland Metro is the promotion of a public
transport system of high quality to rival other
‘world class’ cities. There are many examples
pioneered by other cities for the ‘urban metro’
and this provides the West Midlands with an
opportunity to learn from others and design a
‘world class’ system.
Midland Metro Line 1 commenced operation in
1999 and in 2001/02 there were 4.8 million
passenger journeys. It is regarded as one of
the most accessible and sensitively designed
systems in the United Kingdom due to the low
floor system, high quality landscape works and
quality infrastructure.
Midland Metro Line 1 - St Georges Metro Stop

Midland Metro Line 1 was designed, built and
is now operated and maintained by the
concessionaire, Altram. The aesthetic of the
infrastructure, landscape works and vehicle
was a response to Centro’s design
performance specification, which formed part
of the core contract documents. In general
terms the concessionaire complied with all
design standards and in many instances
exceeded Centro’s design aspirations. The
‘Split Spine’ bridge at Wolverhampton for
example, was a major variation to the
performance specification and was a major
improvement on the basic viaduct structure
proposed by Centro.

Secretary of State under the Transport and
Works Act. Following Government approval
Centro will let a contract with a Concessionaire
to design, build, operate and maintain these
two extensions to Midland Metro line 1.
The aim of this guide is to set out design
aspirations and recommendations for the
Wednesbury to Brierley Hill Extension to
Midland Metro. It will assist in the illustration
of proposed mitigation measures as set out in
the Environmental Statement for the project and
following Transport and Works Act approval,
also forms the basis of design guidance for
prospective concessionaires. It embraces much
of the design style and successful features of
Midland Metro Line 1 but introduces new ideas
and alternatives for system elements that
require improvement and adaptation to the
townscape characteristics of this scheme.
In short it sets out a statement of principles to
ensure that the development of the Midland
Metro Network is designed to the highest
standards and is an attractive, easy to use and
enjoyable public transport experience. All
detailed design of Midland Metro will also be
subject to the approval of the Railway
Inspectorate and any conditions imposed by
the Secretary of State.

Centro is now seeking Transport and Works
Act approval for two extensions, Birmingham
City Centre and Wednesbury to Brierley Hill.
Engineering, environmental and economic
work has been undertaken to enable the
submission of an Order application to the
Midland Metro Line 1 - Wolverhampton ‘Segregated Running’
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DESIGN CONTEXT

Midland Metro Line 1 - Wolverhampton Terminus

There is a balance to be struck between,
appearance, safety, efficiency and convenience
in the design of any tram system. Midland
Metro is no exception to this and Line 1
exemplifies this balance of function and
aesthetics. However, it is essential that
principles are established to ensure that all
successful elements of Line 1 are carried
through and complimented by new design
solutions into the Midland Metro extensions.
For example, the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill
Extension is similar to Line 1 in that it utilises a
heavy rail corridor with large areas of existing
vegetation and stop’s located in cuttings or on
embankments. In these locations the approach
adopted in Line 1 will be appropriate, but in
the street running sections in Dudley Town
Centre, The Waterfront, Merry Hill and Brierley
Hill, particular care and attention needs to be
taken to ensure that Midland Metro responds
positively to local townscape character.
Midland Metro should not just be seen as
another ‘transport utility’ but an asset to the
quality and attractiveness of the urban centres
and should be a design statement in its own
right.
Extensions to Metro Line 1 will help to deliver a
sustainable transport system for the Boroughs
of Dudley and Sandwell. However, its
construction and operation will inevitably have
some negative environmental effects for a short
time, which must be considered and minimised.
Some negative impacts will be capable of
mitigation by good design, but others may
have to be balanced against a range of
factors.

Midland Metro Line 1 - St Georges Metro Stop at Night
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An Environmental Statement has been
prepared for this extension and this document

will be used to illustrate how long term visual
impacts of the system will be addressed.
Following Transport and Works Act approval
Centro will require any future Concessionaire
to take account of the Environmental Statement
and implement the appropriate mitigation
measures. This guide will help the
Concessionaire to prepare detailed designs for
all aspects of the system and ensure effective
Environmental Stewardship.
Tram systems are major undertakings and are
likely to be part of the urban transport network
for many years to come. Therefore, the design
principles behind the development of the
Midland Metro network should be based on:●
●

●

●
●

Simple, timeless and easily adaptable
design solutions
Components should be durable and
made of high quality materials so as to
reduce maintenance liability and
increase the design life of the system;
A simple palette of colour and
materials should be developed that is
both distinctive and sustainable
A legible, easy to use and safe system
Designs that respect the urban
context/surroundings

With these principles in mind this Guide sets
out parameters for the detailed design aspects
of the system.

THE ROUTE
To compliment the assessment methodology
used in the Environmental Statement, the
design guidelines will divide the route into the
following sections:
●

Existing Rail Corridor Wednesbury to Tipton Road

●

Dudley Town Centre Tipton Road to Blowers Green Road

●

Existing Rail Corridor Blowers Green Road to Pensnett Canal

●

Merry Hill Pensnett Canal to Brierley Hill
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RELEVANT PLANNING & DESIGN
POLICIES
Overview
No parts of the study areas are designated for
their international, national or regional
landscape importance. Local landscape
policies and designations are covered by the
Sandwell UDP (1) and the Dudley UDP (2). A
detailed assessment of plans, and policies is
made in Section 4 of the Environmental
Statement. Some key policies of particular
relevance to townscape are highlighted below.

The proposed alignment runs directly adjacent
to the Ocker Hill site of Local Importance for
Nature Conservation. Specific guidance is
given in Policy NC4 which states that
‘Proposals which directly or indirectly would
have adverse effects on these will be required
to demonstrate that a full ecological survey has
been carried out; how the ecological
information has been evaluated; what the
relevant design considerations are; how the
most valuable features will be protected; and
how the overall ecological value of the site will
be maintained.’
Borough of Dudley

Borough of Sandwell
The proposed alignment does not pass through
or adjacent to areas designated for their
landscape or historic value within the Borough
of Sandwell. However, the alignment does
cross a number of established canals. Policy
DC4 of the UDP states the Council’s intention
that any new development on, over or
alongside canals should respect the canal
history and character.
Policy NC1 provides an overarching
framework for Nature Conservation and New
Development. Amongst other things it states
that ‘As far as possible all new development
should.....retain existing features....and protect
them during construction....and....positively
address adjacent or nearby nature
conservation resources.’

Policy HE1 seeks to protect the local character
and distinctiveness of the region. The policy
states that, “proposals that would result in the
loss of physical features whether man-made or
natural that strongly contribute to the local
character and distinctiveness of the Borough’s
landscape will be resisted”.
Conservation Areas and Setting of Historic
Features
The proposed scheme runs through a corner of
The Castle Hill Conservation Area and across
the Parkhead Viaduct in the Parkhead Locks
Conservation Area. It also runs in close
proximity, but not directly through, the Priory
Street Conservation Area in Dudley town
centre.

(1) First Deposit Draft Unitary Development Plan for the Metropolitan Borough of Sandwell, July 2000 and the
Revised Deposit Draft. March 2001.
(2) First Deposit Draft Unitary Development Plan for the Metropolitan Borough of Dudley, June 2000 and the Revised
Deposit Draft, February 2002.
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Policy HE4 of the Dudley UDP seeks to
safeguard and enhance approved conservation
areas. Development that will be detrimental to
the character or setting, and proposals which
could prejudice views into or out of
conservation areas, will be resisted by the
Council. The policy states that the Council ‘will
require the use of building materials
appropriate to the conservation area in all new
development.’
Outwith the conservation areas, there are a
number of listed buildings adjacent to the
route. Policy HE6 states that development that
is detrimental to the setting of such buildings
will be resisted. Similarly, Policy HE9 stresses
that Scheduled Ancient Monuments (SAMs) and
other sites of national importance should
remain intact and their setting preserved
Castle Hill
Castle Hill is designated a Special Landscape
Heritage Area in Policy HE3, by virtue of its
unique historical, geological, landscape and
tourism value, and is also a Scheduled Ancient
Monument (SAM). Although the proposed
alignment passes within close proximity of the
site at Castle Hill, the scheme does not pass
through the designated area.
With regards to the setting of Castle Hill,
policy HE3 of the Dudley UDP states that
‘within the open landscape, the Council will
prevent any development, or other works

taking place, which would be detrimental to
the character, quality or historic integrity of the
landscape’.
Open Space and Trees
The Castle Hill area and Parkhead Locks are
part of a network of linear open spaces
identified in the Dudley UDP. Policy SO2
protects these areas of linear open space,
prevents damage to their listed functions and
states that the Council will resist development
that would be detrimental to their character.
Trees and woodland are afforded protection
under Policies NC9 and NC10. The policies
state that development that would adversely
affect ancient woodland will not be permitted,
with other woodland being protected and
appropriate management encouraged. Where
loss of mature trees is unavoidable, they should
be replaced by the appropriate native species.
Subject to meeting necessary standards of
Network Rail.

TOWNSCAPE ASSESSMENT

Character Zone 1: Wednesbury Industrial
Estate

Character Zones
The national landscape classification and the
Dudley Landscape and Townscape Character
Study formed the basis for a more detailed
townscape assessment along the entire route of
the proposed Midland Metro. This identified
six distinct townscape character zones (CZ’s).
As the assessment was focussed along a linear
route, definitive boundaries to these zones
have not been identified except along the route
of the proposed scheme. CZ descriptions
focus mainly on the route itself and the
immediate surrounding land use. It should be
noted that these CZ’s do not correspond to the
sections of the route used throughout the rest of
this document.

The Wednesbury Industrial Estate CZ is centred
along the mothballed heavy rail line from
Wednesbury Great Western Street to the Black
Country New Road overbridge.
The route of the metro alignment is along an
existing railway line, which was operational
until around 10 years ago. This has resulted in
a linear route with some regenerating scrub
species colonising the track and spreading
particularly from the adjacent slopes. The
embankments vary in the quality of vegetation
they support from overgrown grassland to
mature trees.

As the track is on embankment at this location
there is an open character, which is dominated
by adjacent land uses. Heavy industry and
storage units, some of which are derelict,
landfill sites and a large electricity sub station
give the area an industrial character.
However, the regenerating embankments, a
number of balancing ponds to the west of the
track and some reclaimed sites establish a
green corridor through this otherwise degraded
area.
Although the railway track is a locally
important green corridor, the general quality of
the CZ is of poor townscape quality, tolerant of
change and therefore of low sensitivity.

Character Zone 2: Horseley Heath
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Character Zone 2: Horseley Heath
The Horsley Heath CZ continues along the
heavy rail line from the Black Country New
Road overbridge to the Birmingham Canal.
The route of the metro alignment is along the
same railway as in CZ 1. The route runs into
existing cutting between approximately 3-5 m
below the surrounding townscape. This cutting
has relatively steep slopes with mature
vegetation in places, regenerating scrub
elsewhere and grassland in some areas. In
places scrub has started to recolonise the track.
A significant section of the route, between
Horsley Road and East Park Lane is in deep
cutting of 5-7 m and has vertical red brick
retaining walls. A number of roads cross over
the track and fly tipping is common along the
entire section giving the route an untidy and
overgrown appearance. Above the cutting,
modern housing estates are evident and some
large industrial units loom over the route.

Character Zone 3: Dudley Port/Burnt Tree
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Although the railway track is a locally
important green corridor, the general quality of
the route in this CZ is unkempt and of poor
townscape quality. It is tolerant of change and
therefore of low sensitivity. The wider
residential townscape is of moderate sensitivity
to change as it is of higher townscape quality.

of the track. The embankments have varying
amounts of vegetation, which in places is
mature native trees and shrub and in others is
scrub and rough grass. In places scrub has
started to recolonise the track. The overall
character is that of a disused, overgrown and
in places untidy embankment running through
a residential area.

CZ is unkempt and of poor townscape quality.
It is tolerant of change and therefore of low
sensitivity. The wider residential townscape is
of moderate sensitivity to change as it is of
higher townscape quality. The Conservation
Area is however, highly sensitive to change.
Character Zone 4: Dudley

Character Zone 3: Dudley Port/Burnt Tree
The Dudley Port/Burnt Tree CZ continues along
the heavy rail line from the Birmingham Canal
to Castle Hill.
The route of the metro alignment is along the
same railway as in CZ 1. However towards
the eastern end of the CZ, the alignment leaves
the railway line and swings across a derelict
development site to join Castle Hill. Up to
where the alignment leaves the existing
railway, the route is on embankment, has an
open aspect and towers over residential areas
and there is some light industry on either side

Where the alignment leaves the existing
railway, it runs across a derelict development
site which is of poor townscape quality despite
its bands of mature vegetation around its
perimeter. Dudley MBC proposes to develop
this site for mixed-used purposes. Dudley
Castle Hill is designated as a Special
Landscape Heritage Area and is also a
Conservation Area. Although the proposed
alignment does not pass through the Special
Landscape Heritage Area, the route does cross
the Castle Hill Conservation Area. The railway
track is a locally important green corridor.
However, the general quality of the route in this

Character Zone 4: Dudley

The Dudley CZ runs from Castle Hill, through
Dudley town centre and along the Dudley
Southern Bypass to the roundabout with
Cinder Bank.
The character of this zone, from Castle Hill to
the Churchill Shopping Precinct, is a low rise
town centre comprising mainly post war
buildings fronting onto the main roads but with
some older red brick buildings set back from
the road with private grounds and mature
trees. The main roads are relatively wide but
paving is poor quality and the town centre
including the shopping precinct and bus station

is non dististinctive with little landscaping and
would benefit from environmental
improvements. Between the shopping centre
and Cinder Bank, modern utilitarian style retail
buildings are located next to a busy bypass
which has wide grassed verges.
The town centre is typical of many local
shopping centres and buildings adjacent to the
Dudley Southern Bypass are typical of many
retail parks. Generally, the CZ is of low
sensitivity to change but a group of buildings
are included in the Castle Hill Conservation
Area. Changes in townscape along Castle Hill
could also have an impact on the setting of the
Castle Hill Special Landscape Heritage Area,
and thus the whole street is highly sensitive to
change.
Character Zone 5: Parkhead
The Parkhead CZ is focussed along the existing
disused railway from the point where the

Character Zone 5: Parkhead

alignment rejoins the tracks at Cinder Bank to
where it crosses the Dudley Canal in the old
Brierley Hill iron works.
The route of the metro alignment is along an
existing railway line which is now largely
disused, although the southern most section is
still used for shunting railway stock. The
railway line, which is at approximately the
same level as the surrounding landform, runs
through a heavily industrial area with little but
chain link fencing to separate the corridor from
the adjacent utilitarian warehouses and
factories. The overall topography is gently
sloping away to the south east, and where
there are gaps between factory units, glimpses
of the industrial valley below are possible.
Vegetation along the corridor is more sparse
than along the previous sections of the route
and small clumps of scrub are confined to the
edges of the track.

the CZ is the Parkhead Viaduct. This is a red
brick bridge over a small valley, which
contains the Dudley Canal and the recently
regenerated locks, designated as the Parkhead
Conservation Area. The elevated position of
the structure is open, exposed and permits
views of the industrial estate below and along
the landscaped valley which has retained its
nineteenth century industrial character. A
housing estate looks down on the viaduct from
the north-west.
Apart from the Parkhead viaduct section of the
route, which is highly sensitive to change due
to its designation as a Conservation Area, the
general character of the CZ is run down and of
poor townscape quality, which would benefit
from environmental improvements. It is
therefore of low sensitivity to change in the
townscape.

Character Zone 6: Waterfront
The Waterfront CZ is focussed around the
redevelopment of the Dudley Canal and
Waterfront Development at Brierley Hill.
This area of regeneration has large modern
brick office blocks, restaurants and retail units
centred on a reconstructed canal basin and
docks. Amenity planting lines the new roads
and canal sides and there is substantial open
car parking.
The townscape has a newly developed
character and is well maintained. It is typical
of many late twentieth century industrial
redevelopments and is thus moderately
sensitive to change in the townscape.

The one exception to the general character of

Character Zone 6: Waterfront
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DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Accessing the System
‘Tramstops and associated facilities should be
readily accessible to all people’
Stops are the ‘front door’ to the system and
therefore, should be designed to be safe,
accessible and easy to use. They may also
provide interchange opportunity with bus, rail
and taxi services.
As well as the general public, careful
consideration should also be given to
maintenance/servicing personnel, (both for the
system itself and other users (i.e. Statutory
Authorities)) and their vehicles; and emergency
access for Fire, Ambulance, Police and
Chelsfields Security personnel/vehicles.

●

●

●

●

Pedestrian route from Merry Hill Shopping Centre to proposed metro stop
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Where a segregated side platform is
constructed on or adjacent to a public
footpath, a footway should conform to Her
Majestys Railway Inspectorate (HMRI)
requirements. If there are likely to be
limited pedestrian flows, the platform should
be graded back to footway level to the
minimum width specified by HMRI.

Footpaths to Tramstops
Walk routes to stops should be well
connected to the existing wider
pedestrian network.
Walk routes to stops should also be
well signposted, safe, direct,
convenient and well lit with particular
attention given to surfacing materials
Pedestrian crossing facilities and bus
stops should be located as close to the
stop entrance as possible, subject to
the approval of the relevant
Highway Authority
Surfacing materials and lighting levels
should be in accordance with the
relevant Highway Authority
requirements

Footpaths alongside tramtracks should be a
minimum width of 2.0m, unless jointly used
by cyclists and should then be 3.0m. They
should be surfaced in materials in
accordance with the relevant Highway
Authority requirements.
Pedestrian ‘waymarking’ should be
provided between main pedestrian routes
and tram stops. This can take the form of
‘finger post’ signs and should conform to
the requirements of the relevant
Highway Authority.

Midland Metro Line 1 - Entrance to St Paul’s Metro Stop

Stop entrances should be clearly visible with
landmark totem features clearly displaying the
Midland Metro logo. All lifts, stairs, ramps and
access paths to stops must be fully accessible
and compliant with the Disability Discrimination
Act and HMRI requirements.
Access paths/ramps to tram stops should be
well lit. Lighting levels within the street running
sections should conform to the relevant
Highway Authority requirements.
All stop access paths and ramps should be
surfaced in high quality materials and to a

minimum width of 2.0m or to a width specified
by the relevant Highway Authority. Stairways
should be of steel or concrete construction, with
handrails on both sides.
Footpaths and cycleways that cross the
tracks should be safe, direct and convenient
and conform to HMRI. They should be surfaced
to match those on the adjacent footpaths
and have visual contrast to the track
surface materials.

Highways/Road Crossings

Shared Running - Light Rail/Highway

As the new tram alignment will cross existing
public and \ or private highways, suitable
measures are to be put into place to ensure the
existing highways infrastructure is not impeded
in such a way as to cause greater traffic
congestion or confusion in the surrounding
local network.

Some sections of the metro corridor have been
designated as shared running for use by light
rail vehicles (LRV’’s), Commercial Servicing and
Emergency Vehicles. The designation of shared
running along the relevant sections of the metro
corridor will enable existing and future
development sites along its linear extent, to be
serviced, maintained, and accessed on a dayto-day basis and in an emergency. The
construction of these sections shall be in
accordance with RSPG Part 2 Section G
‘Guidance on Tramways’, and any other
regulations, which must be adhered to.

Each highway crossing point of the metro
corridor should be carefully designed and
constructed to the relevant DoT (Department of
Transport), relevant up-to date BS and EN
Standards and any other regulations which
much be adhered to, to ensure the smooth
integration of road vehicles, LRV’s and
pedestrians. All crossing points contained
within the extension shall have a suitable traffic
and metro lights system, to control each
junction arm.

The formation, and finish to all areas of shared
running track shall be designed and
constructed to DoT standards for HA loadings,
suitable for the extended use by Servicing and
Emergency vehicles.

Where applicable the designs shall take note
of footpath and cycle path provisions required
by the relevant Highway Authority. They should
also comply with the relevant DDA regulations.
In the Merry Hill and Waterfront areas the
approval of Chelsfield will be required.

High quality materials are to be used along all
areas of shared track. Suitable materials should
compliment those specified for the adjacent
pedestrian footways and spaces, and should
also provide a clear colour contrast to all road
users, as a warning of the use of the corridor

All highway designs should also take note of
the ‘Shared Running’ designation of the metro
corridor, as to ensure that all metro road
crossings can accommodate vehicles turning
off the local authority/private highway onto the
metro corridor, in a safe and practical manner.

To ensure that the shared running sections of
the metro corridor is clearly defined; suitable
materials\kerb lines are to be utilised to
provide an understandable difference between
footway areas and live tramway. All kerb lines
should clearly highlight the difference in level
between the footway and the tramway/road,
such that pedestrians are deterred from
walking within unsafe areas for an extended
duration of time.

Shared Running - Light Rail/Heavy Rail
There are also large sections of shared running
in the rail corridor and the formation will be
designed to Network Rail standards.

Suitable deterrent measures are to be put in

Midland Metro Line 1 - Footways/cycle lanes crossing metro lines
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place in areas where vehicles can gain access
from the highway onto the metro corridor.
Rubble strips, (constructed from suitable
complimentary paving finishes), bollards, (to
match those used elsewhere on the system),
and suitable warning signage, is to be
installed to deter the general public from using
the route.
It will be the Concessionaires responsibility to
undertake a suitable safety audit of the metro
corridor for the purpose of dual running of
vehicles along its length. The Concessionaire
will have to provide details/designs of all
mitigation measures that are to be put in place
as an outcome from these safety audits, to the
relevant local authority/Chelsfield. Such
measures could include: Protective Parapets to
embankments/retaining walls, bollards around
vulnerable structures and safe practice
recommendations for passing of vehicles at
tram stops.
Tramstop/Car Interchange
Where possible ‘kiss and ride’ facilities should
be provided as close to the tram stop entrance
as possible. The layout of these areas will
require the approval of the relevant Highway
Authority.
If a stop is served by a park and ride site,
walk routes should be safe, convenient, direct,
constructed to a minimum width of 2.0m and
well lit.
Cycling
Access to station cycle parks/bays should be
via either a dedicated cycleway of a min.
width of 1.8m one-way or 2.5m two-way. Or,
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in restrictive areas, where it is not possible to
accommodate both a pedestrian footway and
a cycleway; a sensible cycle dismount policy
should be adopted, using suitable signage and
markings. Shared footway/cycleway tracks
shall be 3.0m wide and in accordance with
any relevant DoT regulations.
The minimum parallel distance between cycle
ways and continuous obstructions of a length
greater than 1.0m shall be 0.5m. Whilst a
minimum headroom of 2.5m shall be provided
to all cycle ways passing under an obstruction.
Cycle parks should be provided at most if not
all stations. Although cycle carriage will not be
permitted on the vehicles provision should be
made for cyclists to access tramstops and
storage facilities are to be made available on
or adjacent to the platforms where possible.
Cycling will not be permitted on the platform.
These should include Sheffield type cycle hoops
at the Dudley Town Centre, Merry Hill, and the
Waterfront tram stops and cycle lockers should
be provided at the Brierley Hill terminus.
Suitable cycle facilities as utilised in the
surrounding area are from the ‘Geo’ range of
cycle hoops produced by Woodhouse plc, and
the ‘Mul-T-Lock High Security’ cycle lockers
range produced by Lock-It-Safe, Grimsby.

Cycle Lockers near to a heavy rail platform at Halifax

Suitable signage shall be implemented to
provide adequate warning to cyclists of the
presence of tram rails (slide hazards), possible
oncoming trams/vehicles, and pedestrians
when using the tramway corridor for access.
Additional signage shall also be installed on
both fixed columns and as part of the floor
finishes to warn pedestrians and other vehicle
users of the presence of cyclists in the area.
In the street running section wherever possible,
cycling should be permitted in the
carriageway.

Storage facilities should be located in the
sight line of any CCTV surveillance and
should be constructed of robust, cleanable
and vandal resistant materials and match
other street furniture.

Elsewhere, alternative provision should be
made to make cyclists journey as safe and
convenient as possible.

Finishes to all cycle routes shall match or
compliment adjacent surface finishes, and
should be clearly defined using subtle
material changes.
Cycle stands on Midland Metro Line 1

Between tramstops provision will be made for
cyclists to cross the track and this will be
unlimited, except within stop area, when in the
street running section and will be subject to the
approval of the highway authority.

Emergency Vehicle Access

Maintenance/Service Vehicle Access

Some sections of the metro corridor are to be
designed as dual running for both LRV’’s and
other vehicles. The design of the Metro System
should take note that emergency vehicles are to
use the entire length of track within these
sections for emergency access purposes.
Therefore, the track bed, the track finishes, and
the OHLE supports and wires should be
designed to withstand the required loadings
and clearances for the largest of emergency
vehicles. All other apparel, such as street
furniture, landscaping, and control apparatus,
should also be positioned as to not cause a
hindrance to the emergency services

Some sections of the metro corridor are to be
designed as dual running for both LRV’s and
other vehicles. The design of the Metro System
should take note that maintenance and
commercial service vehicles are to use the
entire length of track within these sections for
access purposes. Therefore, the track bed, the
track finishes, and the OHLE supports and
wires should be designed to withstand the
required loadings and clearances for the
largest of commercial delivery vehicles. All
other apparel, such as street furniture,
landscaping, and control apparatus, should
also be positioned as to not cause a

hindrance. To aid maintenance and delivery
personnel, suitable lay-bys shall be designed
and constructed at key locations along the
metro corridor. These are to provide a refuse
for vehicles whilst servicing/maintaining
adjacent developments and/or tram stops,
without causing a nuisance to LRV’s using the
system.

the lower access point to the upper level of a
platform. Lift towers shall be positioned
adjacent to either a public highway approach
or another major pedestrian access located
adjacent to the station position. These shall be
set back to allow an open aspect to any
existing structures when viewed from the
Station. Lifts should not open directly onto the
trackside edge of a platform.

Lifts
All lifts shall comply with the latest BS and EN
Standards, DDA requirements and HMRI
documentation ‘Safety Principles and
Guidance’, and the Strategic Rail Authorities
document ‘Train and Station services for
Disabled Passengers: A Code of Practice’.
Lifts shall only be provided in areas where
topographical levels exceed 5m in height, from

Where a lift is to be provided, a suitable
stairway is also to be designed and
constructed as part of an integrated structure.
Any large voids within this structure are to be
either readily accessible or shall be sealed off,
to prevent excessive debris build-up.
No lifts are to be used for emergency escape
purposes.
The min. internal dimensions for any lift car
shall be calculated to carry the desirable
amount of pedestrian traffic for the particular
area, and should have a min. access opening
of 800mm, and external \ internal controls
positioned a min. of 400mm away from the
entrance. (Dimensions are subject to change
and should conform to the relevant
regulations). Surrounds to lift doors shall be in
a suitable contrasting colour to that of the main
lift shaft. All colour coding and controls styles
\ positions shall conform to the relevant BS
and EN Standards and most up-to date DDA
regulations.
All lifts should be fitted with CCTV equipment
and an emergency alarm point \ assistance
unit, with two-way speech communication
system back to a suitable control centre. Each
lift car should also be fitted emergency lighting
with a minimum of 3hour back-up.

Midland Metro Line 1 - Cycle Lanes
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Lifts on Midland Metro Line 1

1200mm wide to accommodate pedestrians
with luggage \ push-chairs. Stairways with
access to a local highway or cycle-way, shall
be designed to include a cycle slot to one side
of the rising stairway, for ease of access for
dismounted cyclists to other levels. Stair edges
shall also have contrasting nosing’s and
appropriate tactile warnings, and all stair
treads should have anti-slip surfaces.

Steel. The handrail to all balustrades shall be
constructed from a material, or have a finish, of
a contrasting colour to that of the main
balusters.

All ramps should have a max. gradient of
1:20, however in extreme circumstances a
gradient of 1:15 may be used where the ramp
is not to be regularly used by less-abled
individuals. Ramps should be provided with
landings at intervals of not more than 10m,
and a length of not less than the ramp width. A
change in direction or offset should be
provided at every second landing for ramps no
greater than 1:20, and every landing for
ramps greater than 1:20. (These specifications
are to be amended when required to suit all
up-to date British Standards, Regulations and
Acts).

Where a stairway or ramps leads directly
towards a platform edge or roadway, a barrier
should be provided beyond the run-off landing
if the distance to the edge is lass then
5000mm.

Tactile paved warning surfaces shall be used at
all places where a sudden change of level
occurs and shall be of a highly contrasting tone
to aid those with impaired vision.

Stairs/Steps/Ramps
All stairways, steps and ramps shall comply
with the latest BS and EN Standards, DDA
requirements and HMRI documentation ‘Safety
Principles and Guidance’, and the Strategic
Rail Authorities document ‘Train and Station
services for Disabled Passengers: A Code of
Practice’.
Stairways and steps should have a rise of
between 100mm and 180mm, with an
optimum of 150mm; and goings of between
280mm and 350mm, with an optimum of
300mm. Twice the rise plus the going should
be at least 550mm, and should not exceed
700mm, with an optimum of 600mm. All
stairways and ramps should be a minimum of

To aid less-abled individuals, the design of
balustrade to both stairways and ramps should
be carefully considered. Balustrades should be
fabricated from robust, easily maintainable
materials, such as Stainless or Galvanised

Stairway access to Midland Metro Line 1
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Drop-Off (Kiss and Ride) Facilities

Stairway access to Midland Metro Line 1

Ramp access to Midland Metro Line 1

Cradley Heath Bus/Rail Interchange - Kiss and Ride Facility

As part of the overall integration of the metro
system into the local community, the
Concessionaire shall endeavour to provide
suitable drop off facilities, wherever practical,
for members of the general public. These shall
be in the form of a lay-by adjacent to the
public/private highway, relativity close to the
platform or adjacent to a direct link footway
suitable for use by both able and less-able
individuals. Approval will be required for the
location and design of the drop-off facilities
from Centro, Chelsfield (within their estate) and
the relevant local highway Authority before
implementation.

Park and Ride

The following facilities will be implemented:
●
●

●
●

●

●

●
Midland Metro Line 1 - Priestfield Park and Ride Facility

Up to four park and ride sites have also been
proposed for certain tram stops along the route
as indicated in the following list of stops:
Horseley Road – a park and ride site will be
provided on land north of Horseley Road and
adjacent to Railway Street. The site will be
accessed from Horseley Road.
Dudley Port – a park and ride site will be
provided directly adjacent to the stop, with
access from Park Lane East.
New Road – a park and ride site will be
provided with access from New Road.
Cinder Bank – a park and ride site will also
be provided, although this is located on the
opposite side of Blowers Green Road to the
stop. However, a signal-controlled pedestrian
crossing will be provided on Blowers Green

Road to allow pedestrians to cross safely.
All park and ride sites will be designed for
compliance with the ‘Secured Car Park Status’
initiative. This was launched by the Association
of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) to encourage
the improvement of security standards at car
parks, thus reducing criminal activity and the
fear of crime in car parks and vehicle retention
areas. This standard is fully supported by the
WMPTA and forms part of the WMPTA/Centro
20-year strategy targets for personal security.
The standard also complies with the
Department for Transports disability policy,
which considers the needs of those with
disabilities when designing and operating park
and ride facilities.

●
●

CCTV cameras to cover the entire
park and ride site;
CCTV fixed cameras to cover all
entrances/exits and pedestrian
access/egress giving facial and vehicle
number plate recognition;
appropriate lighting levels;
park and ride sites will be enclosed
with fencing to guide people towards
openings covered by CCTV cameras;
parking areas will be arranged in
straight rows and a circulatory
movement of vehicles around the car
park will be allowed if possible, to aid
with surveillance of vehicles within
the car park;
appropriate signage will be introduced
to make the public aware of
walking/driving routes;
disabled persons parking facilities will
be located close to access points;
pedestrian routes will be protected
from vehicle usage;
help points and public address
systems will be installed.

In addition proposals for complementary car
parking are being considered by a third party
at Canal Street and for expansion of the
existing facilities at Wednesbury Parkway.

Bus Stop Locations
The Concessionaire should endeavour to
investigate the possibility of providing either
lay-by or kerb side bus stops in the vicinity of
tram stops where applicable. The
Concessionaire is also to be responsible for
investigating the need for such new bus stops
in the local area. Approval will be required for
the location and design of the bus stop from
Centro, Chelsfield (within their ownership) and
the local highway Authority before
implementation.
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Tramstop Layout and Arrangement
‘ The design of tram stops should be functional,
modern and accessible to all users’
It is imperative that an integrated approach is
applied to the design of the Midland Metro
stops. In general, principles adopted in the
design of Midland Metro Line 1 should be
adopted. There are many elements of Line 1
that can be rolled out into future extensions but
variations can be made due to new products
and materials being made available at the time
of procurement. However, along the street
running sections of the route the products
specified should be sympathetic to the existing
streetscape and where appropriate integrate
with existing materials and street furniture to
help deliver a more integrated system.
Midland Metro line 1 stops responded
positively to the contract performance
specification and a generic style of street
furniture was developed in collaboration with
suppliers. Although there are a number of
‘landmark’ stops, for example, at
Wolverhampton Terminus, there is a ‘family’
resemblance to all stops on the route due to a
high quality and standardised ‘kit of parts’.
This has been a trademark of the system and is
common practice in other European Light Rail
systems. There are major benefits to this
approach, not least, reduced ongoing
maintenance costs and a strong identity for the
system.
This model therefore, should be applied to the
extensions enabling an easily identifiable and
high quality network to be developed. Clearly
aspects of the detailed design can be
improved, in particular, simplification of
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surface materials within the stop areas. There
will also be a need for special and sensitive
treatment of certain stops for example, in
Conservation Areas, adjacent to Listed
Buildings or areas of ecological importance.
Notwithstanding this, the style of tramstop
design adopted in Line 1 sets a useful
benchmark and reference for detailed design
of future tram stops.

Platforms

The tram stops will vary in type based on
function. In general terms a stop will consist
of:●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Platform
Shelters
Seating
Bins
Passenger Information and Display
Boards including Real Time Information
Ticket Machines (subject to review)
Signage
Lighting
CCTV (if required)
Help Point
Advertising (where appropriate)

Platform lengths will have a 30m level section,
with ramps at either end if required, with a
gradient no greater than 1:15. The platform
width can be varied to suit predicted
passenger demand and will be subject to
minimum criteria laid down by the HMRI and
in the street running sections constraints
imposed by the physical space within streets.
In street running sections there may however
be the opportunity to modify footway levels
and this will enable the platform to be
integrated into the street without the need for
ramps or steps. We will seek to do this
wherever possible.
The tram is low floor design and therefore,
platform height above rail must ensure level
boarding into the tram. Steps and ramps up to
platform level must comply with DDA and
HMRI requirements.

Typical cross sections can be found within the
Developers Technical Guide for Metro
Extensions, 2002 Revision, Issue 1, April
2002, which can be found in the appendices.

Surface Materials

Although there may be variation to surface
materials in specific locations e.g
Waterfront/Dudley Town Centre, the following
principles should be adopted for paving design
in stop areas:●
●
●

Paving should be of high quality
and workmanship
Materials should be similar to those
used in the surrounding environment
A simple and subtle palette of
materials should be used, that
compliment existing materials

●
●
●

Complicated patterns and fussiness
should be avoided
Materials should be durable and
easy to maintain
Tactile paving should compliment other
material styles and should be HMRI
and DDA compliant

Montepellier - ‘Segregated’ Running

Midland Metro Line 1 - Tactile Paving

Grenoble - ‘On-Street’ Running
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Shelters
Shelters are an important feature of any light
rail scheme and are a signature for the project.
Any shelter should offer weather protection,
seating, be visually striking and provide a
sense of security.

As with Line 1 all new shelters should integrate
help points, passenger information and display
unit, stop sign, lighting and seating as a
unified design. All of these elements should be
of equivalent or greater quality than that of
Line 1.

Strasbourg - Place De L’Homme

Midland Metro Line 1 - Typical Shelter

Each tramstop shall incorporate a shelter on
each platform, unless alternatives are proposed
by Centro. The size of shelter will vary in
response to location and estimated patronage.
All new shelters will be of equivalent or greater
quality to those on Line I. The Line I shelters
were a joint collaboration between Laing plc,
Percy Thomas Partnership and Woodhouse.
They feature a structural steel frame, extruded
and cast aluminium cladding and toughened
glass panels.
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Wood Green London - Bus Interchange Shelter

Rontonde, Strasbourg - Bus/Light Rail Interchange

Strasbourg Light Rail - Place De l’Homme

Strasbourg Light Rail - Platform

Midland Metro Line 1 - Platform at St Georges Stop
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Seating

Passenger Information and Display Panels

Stop seating should be:-

The stop should incorporate the following
passenger information:-

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

comfortable
of a modular bench type
with backrests,
ergonomically efficient,
vandal resistant
easy to maintain and
should not collect rainwater

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Seating should also be constructed of high
quality and durable material and be harmonius
with the design style of the other street furniture
and shelter. The amount of seating to be
provided will be dependent on location,
estimated patronage and space available.

Seating by Woodhouse

Real Time Information Unit
●

Display Panels should also be constructed of
high quality and durable material to match the
architectural style of the other street furniture
and shelter. This should be integrated into the
stop layout and ideally within the shelter
structure.

Litter Bins
Litter bins should incorporate the following
features:●
●
●
●
●

Closed top
Easily cleanable
Vandal resistant and fire proof
Replaceable
Frame mounted

Type-face, size of lettering and graphics should
be consistent across the system for all
information and signage components.
A Litter Bin on Line 1

Midland Metro Line 1 - Ticket Machine

Ticket Machines
A decision as to whether ticket machines will
be provided at stop or whether other means of
fare collection will be used will be made during
project implementation. However, if provided
the locations of ticket machines are still to be
agreed. However, alternative locations to being
part of the shelter infrastructure could be:-

Litter bins should also be constructed of high
quality and durable material and match the
design style of the other street furniture and
shelter.
Two litter bins will be provided on each
platform.

●

Litter bins should be located so as not cause
obstruction to passengers and in particular,
people with disabilities.

●
●

A Litter Bin by Woodhouse
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Real Time Tram Information
Network map
Fares
Street Map
Timetable
Emergency information
Information on local bus, rail
and taxi services
Audio Announcements
(when requested)

Line 1 - Ticket Machine Incorporated into
Shelter Infrastructure

●

Fixed to buildings
Near to stops
Part of Information Centres
Retail Outlets

Signage
Signage is a necessary part of any light rail
system and is needed for safety, direction and
information purposes. Most importantly it helps
users find and negotiate stops. Used properly
and designed correctly signage can add great
value to the function of any light rail system.
Therefore, careful thought should be given to

the use, application, location and design of
signage.
Pedestrian ‘waymarking’ should be provided
between main pedestrian routes and tram
stops. This can take the form of ‘finger post’
signs and on the highway should conform
with the requirements of the relevant
Highway Authority.

Entrances to off-street stops should be clearly
visible with landmark totem signage clearly
displaying the Midland Metro logo.
The stop nameplate should be integrated within
the overall design and should be clearly visible
to passengers from the metro vehicle.

Finger post from the Chelsfield area

Illustration design demonstrating the scale of totems/beacons required (for illustration only)

Public Transport Information Point/Waymarking incorporating Public Art
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and building owners. For stops in the street
running sections lighting, should in normal
circumstances, only be required within the
shelter canopy, where existing lighting levels
are inadequate.

Lighting from the Chelsfield area

In general lighting should be:●

Midland Metro Line 1 - Bilston at Night
●

Lighting
Lighting provision will be dependent on
location due to external lighting sources on the
highway or from buildings. Lighting is a key
part of attracting users onto a system at nighttime for leisure and employment trips. As
much of Line 1 was a former railway alignment
many stops are located in cuttings or on
embankments. Significant attention was given
to lighting levels on the access paths, ramps,
stop entrances and platform areas. A different
approach will be required in the street running
sections, due to the presence of existing street
lighting and the need to avoid unnecessary
light pollution.
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Lighting will be required however, in the
following locations:-

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Stop access paths
Stop entrances
Ramps and staircases
Lifts
Platforms
Shelters
Street running sections

●
●

of similar architectural style, colour
and materials of other Midland Metro
street furniture;
vandal resistant
well positioned to avoid unnecessary
light pollution
easily cleanable
maintainable without disruption to tram
services e.g demountable lamp posts
adaptable

Lighting at and on the approaches to stops
should be of a suitable quality or superior to
Line 1. Line 1 light columns tilt and are counter
balanced to meet HMRI requirements. They
were jointly designed by Percy Thomas
Partnership and Woodhouse. The lanterns are
from the Woodhouse “Eclatec” range.
In the street running sections lighting where
possible, should be combined as part of the
OHLE poles or fixed to buildings. This will
require the approval of the Highway Authority

CCTV
CCTV and associated security equipment is
vital to addressing crime and the fear of crime
on light rail systems. CCTV coverage is
required at:●
●
●
●
●

Access paths, ramps and stop
entrances
Lifts and staircases
Crossing points
Platform areas
Cycle storage

In design terms all CCTV equipment should be
integrated as part of the overall infrastructure
so as to avoid visual clutter. Equipment should
be well designed and materials used should be
part of the palette established for the system.

Integrated advertising panels at
Wood GreenBus Interchange

Midland Metro Line 1 - Combined street
lighting and CCTV

Advertisement Panels on Line 1

The Walthamstow Trees could provide an additional lighting source as well as provide semipermanent advertising/sponsorship for locations such as Dudley Town Centre or Merry Hill

Help Points
Help Points linked to the Central Control Centre
are needed for emergency purposes and to
provide passenger information. They should
be provided at each shelter and integrated into
the overall design.
Advertising
Advertising is a key component of any major
transport system and it is important that a
balance is struck on its application to minimize
visual clutter. Using Metro Line 1 as an
example, advertising would normally be
permitted inside the vehicle, within stop areas
and in some instances, on the outside livery of
vehicles. Where possible advertising should
be integrated into shelter infrastructure. Standalone advertising will only be encouraged in
areas where space is available.
Help point at Walsall Bus Station

Walthamstow Trees - Daytime

Walthamstow Trees - Nightime
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Surface Treatments And Track Arrangements

●

‘Surface treatments within and adjacent to the
tramtracks should be safe, durable, easy to
maintain, replaceable and visually consistent or
complimentary with existing materials’

●

The guide has already dealt with surface
materials in stop areas and the principles
remain the same for the sections between
stops. These principles are:●
●

●

Surfacing should be of high quality
and workmanship
Materials should be complimentary to
those used in the surrounding
environment
A simple and subtle palette of
materials should be used, that contrast
and not clash

Materials should be durable and
easy to maintain
Tactile paving should compliment
other material styles and should
be HMRI and DDA compliant

There will however, need to be a variable
approach to surface materials due to the route
passing through very different environments
and ‘one size will not fit all.’ There is for
example, a mixture of street running in the
highway and in pedestrian areas and also,
segregated running in former railway formation
or adjacent to a highway. The appropriate
type of surface material therefore varies for the
different tramway environment.

Cinder Bank to Harts Hill, the track surface
material will be ballast and constructed to
Network Rail standards.

Where the tramway runs alongside the Dudley
Southern By-pass grass track or ballast could
be used as alternative surface materials.

From the freightliner site at Tipton Road through
Dudley Town Centre the tramway will be
delineated and the surface material will match
that specified by the Highway Authority when
on the highway.

From leaving the heavy rail corridor at Harts
Hill to Brierley Hill, surface materials will be
consistent and complimentary to existing
paving treatments.

Between the junction with Line 1 at
Wednesbury until the alignment leaves the
heavy rail corridor at Tipton Road and from

Grassed Track - Strasbourg

Ballast formation on segregated section on Midland Metro Line 1
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Over Head Line Equipment (OHLE)

Trackside Equipment

Over Head Line Equipment is an essential part
of any Light Rail Scheme and should be
designed to reduce it’s visual impact. However,
along this metro route, the use of poles is
unavoidable and great effort should be made
to reduce their visual impact. Appropriate
colours and slenderness of the pole will assist
in reducing their visual impact.

‘All trackside equipment should have minimal
visual impact, not cause obstruction and
respond positively to the architectural style and
colour palette of the system’

In addition, poles provide an opportunity to
rationalise other street furniture and clutter.
Mounting lighting, signage and traffic signals
onto poles, subject to HMRI approval, will
achieve a neat visual solution. Fixing masts to
the ground should also be considered to ensure
that all bolts and plates are safe and covered
with materials that are complementary to
surfacing material. The base of OHLE masts
require careful design to avoid tripping
hazards and to integrate them into the paving
scheme.

Trackside equipment includes Sub-Stations,
trackside cabinets, switch boxes and other
electrical equipment. In general these are
large and visually unimpressive pieces of
equipment.
Line 1 includes examples of where sub-stations
in particular have been designed to respond
positively to the overall architectural aesthetic.
This approach should be adopted for this
extension.
Trackside cabinets and other electical
equipment should be located so not to cause
obstruction to pedestrians and if located
adjacent to the tracks should match colour
palette and materials.

Croydon LRT

Midland Metro Line 1 - Sub-station
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Bridges And Viaducts
A new viaduct/embankment structure is
required at Round Oak (to be determined).
Also, Parkhead Viaduct is to be reconstructed
to create a structure capable of holding metro
vehicles.

Details for the design, extenal appearance,
finish and materials for any new bridge or
viaduct will be subject to the approval of the
relevant local planning authority in discharging
conditions attached to the deemed planning
consent.

Midland Metro Line 1 - Wishbone Bridge at Wolverhampton

Nottingham LRT - Viaduct Structure
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LANDSCAPE WORK

Grass Lands

per 20m2 and planted in groups of seven.

Soft Landscaping

Amenity Grass Areas shall be prepared with
either at least 75mm imported topsoil or
suitable amelioration and cultivation of existing
soil such that it has a medium texture. The
areas shall be seeded using mixtures
appropriate to the soil conditions and shall be
both hard-wearing and contain at least 80% of
close sward forming Fescues and Bents. Not
more than 5% of white clover seed may be
used. On areas of grass land adjacent to
pedestrian areas, suitable imported turf should
be laid on a minimum 50mm imported topsoil
bed, (exact turf specification to be agreed
before laying).

Where these linear planting blocks cannot
reasonably be of greater then 3m width, then
hedges shall be provided. Hedges shall be
planted in double staggered lines and should
comprise native hedge species appropriate to
the locality.

This section deals with the management and
protection of existing landscape features and
assets, and also guidelines for new landscape
works at tramstops and along the track
corridor. Landscape management and new
landscape works are fundamental to reducing
the visual impact of major transport
undertakings.
The Wednesbury to Brierley Hill extension
contains a mixture of existing railway formation
that is heavily vegetated and some areas of
street running.

Linear Intermittent
All landscape works will be subject to the
conditions imposed by the relevant Local
Planning Authority, Chelsfield (where
applicable) and Network Rail (in the shared
section) in response to mitigation methods set
out in the Environmental Statements and this
document. Careful consideration is also to be
given to the design and implementation of all
landscaped areas adjacent to the metro
corridor, which will be subject to approval by
Centro, the relevant Local Planning Authority,
Chelsfield (where applicable) and Nework Rail
(in the shared section) before implementation.

Linear Continuous - Semi-Ornamental Theme
Planting

than 4m to each other. Native species and
feathered trees shall not exceed 60%. Tree
planting shall be used to a form a continuous
structure and shall comprise at least 75% of
one dominant species, chosen either to reflect
local species or species proposed adjacent to
off site planting.
Shrub planting shall be provided at a density
of 2 plants per m2. Each individual species
shall be planted in blocks of no less than 15
plants.

Linear block planting with a high proportion of
semi-ornamental species and specimen trees
planted in evergreen and semi-ornamental
shrubs.
Tree planting shall be provided at an average
density of 1 plant per 20m2, planted no closer

Trees shall be planted of a selected standard
size (clear stemmed specimens) and at least
3m height if feathered. Larger Trees shall be
provided at an average density of 1 plant per
20m2. Smaller Trees shall be planted in groups
of seven at a density of 1 per 3.5m2. Shrubs
shall be at least 80% native species, planted at
a density of 1.5 plants per m2. The types of
trees used in the vicinity of the tramway should
be carefully selected to avoid slippage from
fallen leaves, should complement established
species in the local area and should be able to
be maintained without risk from the OHLE.

General Requirements
Linear Continuous - Native Structure Planting
The soft landscape treatment shall be carried
out to satisfy the minimum standards for each
type described below.
Existing Vegetation
A management plan for existing vegetation
and the general removal of debris will be
required.

Plants comprising whips and small feathers in
the 750-1200mm size range shall be provided
at a density of 1 plant per m2. Planting mixes
shall include 15% of nurse species where quick
screening to sensitive boundaries.
Larger feathered trees at least 3m high, shall
be provided at an average density of 1 plant

Trees near Track - Strasbourg
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Trees Within Hard Standing
Individual trees within hard-surfaced areas shall
incorporate a tree grille of at least 0.75 metres
square. This may be either ready made
(concrete or cast iron), or purpose designed
(i.e. Sets, Blocks or Bricks). Tree grilles shall be
contained by a suitable brick, sett, or block
edging, which is in keeping with surrounding
finishes. All trees within this type of planting
shall be supported by colour stained, turned
posts or an underground anchorage system to
BS4043:1966 or equivalent. All root balls are
to be bagged to prevent future root spread.
Linear Block Planting - Highways Sector
In the central reservations of the Highways
Sector, available space for planting will be
limited and planting blocks should only be
included where at least 1.5m is available, after
allowance has been made for a 500mm width
of paving between the back of the road and
the planting area.

An example of a tree grille/guard in Dudley Town Centre

Midland Metro Line 1 - Landscape Works

Where less than 1.5m is available, avenue tree
planting shall be provided using fastigiated
species. In areas where there is insufficient
space for any planting, block or brick paving
shall be provided to be in keeping with
surrounding surface finishes.
Accent Planting
Planting will include choice, ornamental
species that provide a variety of seasonal
interest. Planting beds shall be protected by
being raised, or by low trip rails constructed
from rounded stained timbers, to match those
used within the local surroundings. (Note:
Metal strap rail to post fixings are not
acceptable and must not be specified or used).
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Croyden LRT - Landscape Works

Tree Crown Management Near Tram DKE’s
(For illustration only)

Notes:
1.
2.
3.

Tree at Planting
Trunk is clear to 4m from
ground level Canopy
diameter max 3.5m

4.

5.
6.

1.5m radius from OHLE cable to any tree branch
As tree grows and branches spread out and up,
branches that move inside the 1.5m radius are removed
Lower branches are eventually removed to lift the tree
crown above the OHLE equipment
Regular management of on-street trees should remove
damaged or dead branches and trees that may be in
danger of dropping limbs or affecting high vehicles
Species proposed - Platanus acerifolia (Plane) grown
within large customised root containment pits
Maintenance regime to be integrated with
operational requirements

25 Years
Once canopy above
OHLE is full and spreading
outwards, the tree crown
can be lifted by removing
lower branches

5-10 Years

10-15 Years

Canopy is managed to grow
upwards, not outwards and any
stay outside 1.5m OHLE radius

Tree managed to continue
growing upwards, and outwards
only once above OHLE equipment
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Public Art
In accordance with the West Midlands
Passenger Transport Authority’s commitment for
incorporating public art into major
infrastructure projects, opportunities shall be
sought for the commissioning and integration
of works of public art. Public Art will be used

along this route in locations where it can either
be used to enhance functional
infrastructure/street furniture, or where space is
available be implemented as stand alone
works of art to help bring a ‘Sense of Place’ to
an area. In addition any artwork introduced
will need to be sympathetic to the urban
context.

West Bromwich Bus Station - Totem/Clock

West Bromwich Bus Station - Entrance Feature

Midland Metro Line 1 - Sleipnir Sculpture overlooking the Wednesbury depot

Lea Hall Rail Station - Mosaic

Midland Metro Line 1 - Etched Glass in Shelter
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Stourbridge Bus/Rail Interchange - Statue

Midland Metro Line 1 - Decorative Brick

Sheffield LRT - Lighting

SITE SPECIFIC DESIGN GUIDELINES

Stops

Existing Rail Corridor - Wednesbury to Tipton Road (For illustration only)

The stops along the section of route from
Wednesbury to Tipton Road include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Golds Hill (Provisional)
Great Bridge
Horseley Road
Dudley Port
Sedgley Road East
Birmingham New Road
Tipton Road

Golds Hill (Provisional)
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(For illustration only)

This section of the scheme is located within an
existing, mothballed rail corridor.

Golds Hill (Provisional)

Great Bridge

Horseley Road
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The proposed alignment leaves Line 1 of the
Midland Metro (Snow Hill to Wolverhampton) at
the existing depot at Wednesbury and follows
the rail corridor south west towards Dudley. In
this location the corridor is sufficient for four
tracks, including two for the Wednesbury to
Brierley Hill scheme and two tracks for any future
heavy rail. The alignment crosses the River Tame
and the Tame Valley Canal, and the Ocker Hill
Balancing Pond is located adjacent to the
alignment in this area.
A provisional tram stop is located adjacent to the
Tame Valley Canal at Gold’s Hill crossing. The
construction of this stop will be dependent on
developer contributions, although the powers to
build and operate it will be included in the
Transport and Works Order (TW Order).
Improvements to the pedestrian access to this
stop will be required and this will form part of
the scheme if the stop is provided. The majority
of the surrounding land has an industrial past
and its development forms part of Sandwell
MBC’s aspirations to regenerate the area.
The alignment continues to follow the railway
corridor, running parallel to the River Tame,
before crossing under Black Country New Road,
over the Walsall Canal and under New Road. A
pedestrian footbridge located to the north east of
Black Country New Road will be installed should
heavy rail services be reinstated on this line.
However, if the heavy rail scheme is not
implemented, this crossing will remain at grade.
Great Bridge tram stop is located to the east of
New Road. The area is mainly residential in
nature with industrial and commercial uses to the
east of the alignment, and Great Bridge town
centre to the south.

Further west, the route crosses under Horseley
Road, necessitating reconstruction of the
overbridge. Residential properties are located to
the north west and south east of the alignment
with planned residential development also to the
north west. The Horseley Road tram stop is
located west of the road crossing. An existing
walkway overbridge will be reconstructed as a
pedestrian footpath and improvements will be
made to the walkway, which serves Horseley
Heath.
A proposed park and ride site is situated
between Horseley Road and Railway Street to
the south east of the scheme. This park and ride
site forms part of the Wednesbury to Brierley Hill
scheme.
The alignment then crosses under Lower Church
Lane and Park Lane East via two reconstructed
overbridges, and via a single track under the
West Coast Main Line and Birmingham Canal
utilising an existing overbridge. An existing
footbridge will be demolished, the footpath
stopped up, and a new footbridge provided east
of the West Coast Main Line and adjacent to the
proposed Dudley Port tram stop. This stop will
be served by a park and ride site located to the
north west of the alignment, which also forms
part of the scheme. Surrounding land uses are
mainly residential in nature.
The alignment then continues west, crossing
Coneygre Road via an existing underbridge, and
Sedgeley Road on a reconstructed underbridge.
Sedgley Road East tram stop is located in this
area. The provision of this stop will necessitate
the construction of retaining walls on either side
of the alignment, and the provision of a
signalised pedestrian crossing at Mayfair
Gardens. Surrounding land uses are residential
to the north of the scheme and consist of playing

(For illustration only)

fields and commercial units to the south. The
route crosses over Birmingham Canal via an
extended or a replacement bridge deck.
The alignment continues south west until Tipton
Road where the route leaves the rail corridor and
follows Station Drive before turning east onto
Castle Hill.

Dudley Port

Sedgley Road East
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(For illustration only)

Plan of Golds Hill Stop Area (Provisional) (For illustration only)

Birmingham New Road

Tipton Road

Dudley Town

Flood Street (Provisional)
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Golds Hill (Provisional)

Design Proposals

Location

●

The Golds Hill stop is at grade, in a
designated employment/development area and
has direct links to the canal towpath.

●
●

Mark metro presence at Shaw Street,
Bagnall Street and Richmond Street.
Enhance approach from Shaw Street.
Use landscape to screen unsightly
adjoining land uses without
compromising safety and security.

Issues
●
●

●
●

The surrounding environment is of
poor quality.
Until the designated
employment/development area around
the stop is fully developed the location
is fairly remote.
The pedestrian approach to the stop
requires enhancement.
Improvements in surveillance is
required, to enhance safety
and security

Environmental improvements are dependent
upon land ownership issues and the nature of
future area-wide regeneration proposals.
◆

◆

All works to this stop including
landscaping are provisional and will
be funded by developers of the
adjacent development area should any
future developments take place.
Centro will also investigate alternative
means of pedestrian access to
the stop.
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Plan of Great Bridge Stop Area (For illustration only)

Great Bridge
Location
The Great Bridge stop is in cutting, adjacent to
New Road and is a mixed-use area with a
concentration of new residential developments.
Issues
●
●
●

Integration with buses
Lack of street presence
Access from Eagle Lane

Design Proposals
●
●
●
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Create enhanced entrance areas
Mark metro presence at street level
Relocate pedestrian crossing

Plan of Horseley Road Stop Area (For illustration only)

Horseley Road
Location
The Horseley Road stop is in cutting, in a
residential area and major regeneration area,
with potential for park and ride.
Issues
●
●
●
●
●

Identification of park and ride on
Horseley Heath and Horseley Road
Lack of street presence
Role of secondary access
Provision of link to regeneration area
Security of tram stop due to location in
deep cutting and route to park
and ride site

Design Proposals
●
●
●
●
●

Identify stop entrance in street
Provide traffic calmed area in
Horseley Road
Establish residential connection to
secondary access
Signpost for park and ride and beacon
on Horseley Heath and Horseley Road
Increase pedestrian area at
stop entrance
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Plan of Dudley Port Stop Area/Interchange and Park & Ride (For illustration only)
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Artists Impression of Dudley Port Stop Area/Interchange and Park & Ride (For illustration only)
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Dudley Port
Location
The Dudley Port stop is in cutting, adjacent to
the West Coast Main Line (WCML) Station, has
the potential for park and ride and has traffic
calmed access roads.
Issues
●
●
●
●

Creation of integrated interchange with
all transport modes
Street presence on Horseley Heath
Integration with surrounding
residential areas
Safety and security of pedestrian
routes

Design Proposals
●
●
●
●

●
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Integrate entrances to WCML
and metro
Create direct routes to link
transport modes
Enhance identity at street level
Consider moving bus stops along with
general environmental improvements to
Horseley heath Road
Increase and enhance pedestrian
access to Park Lane East

Plan of Sedgley Road East Stop Area (For illustration only)

Sedgley Road East
Location
The Sedgley Road East stop is on an
embankment, adjacent to the main road and
near to the local centre.
Issues
●
●
●
●

Poor street presence
Exposed elevated location
Poor pedestrian environment at
both entrances
Overlooking of adjacent properties
from tramstop

Design Proposals
●
●
●
●

Binfield Street upgrade as a major
link to local centre
Entrance areas increased in size,
quantity and quality
Mayfair Gardens/Sedgley Road East
corner straightened
Enhancement of alley link to bus
stop on Mayfair Gardens
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Plan of Birmingham New Road Stop Area (For illustration only)

Birmingham New Road
Location
The Birmingham New Road stop is on an
embankment, adjacent to a residential area to
the north and employment to the south and is
on a major road.
Issues
●
●
●
●

At grade pedestrian crossing on
Birmingham New Road
Visual presence on street
Overlooking of adjacent properties
from tramstop
Safety and security of footpath link
to Lindley Avenue

Design Proposals
●
●
●
●
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Footpath widened to Lindley Avenue
Increased and enhanced
pedestrian areas
Mark presence of stop on street
Enhanced landscape to embankment

Plan of Tipton Road Stop Area

Tipton Road
Location
The Tipton Road stop is on an embankment
having left the heavy rail alignment and is
adjacent to Tipton Road and near to the Castle
Gate complex and proposed Guest Hospital
and Castle Hill development sites.
Issues
●
●

Lack of direct links to adjacent
development sites
Interchange with bus routes

Design Proposals
●

●
●
●

Links to Castle and Guest Hospital
development sites and
Castle Gate complex
Stop access from Tipton Road –
identify presence on street
Links to bus services
Signalled at-grade crossing of
Tipton Road
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Dudley Town Centre - Tipton Road to Blowers Green Road

Stops

(For illustration only)

The stops along the section of route from Tipton
Road to Blowers Green Road include:
Birmingham New Road

●
●
●
●

Tipton Road

Dudley Town

Flood Street (Provisional)
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Dudley Town
Flood Street (Provisional)
New Road
Cinder Bank

(For illustration only)

16

New Road

Cinder Bank

This section of the alignment is generally
located at grade within the public highway
boundary through the urban environment of
Dudley town centre.

an at-grade crossing, incorporating pedestrian
crossing facilities. It will be necessary to
realign New Mill Street in this area to the east
of the scheme alignment.

After leaving the rail corridor, the alignment
passes through the site of the former Dudley
Freightliner Depot on an embankment, before
turning east and crossing a realigned Station
Drive at grade. The route then turns south to
join Castle Hill via a signal-controlled access
incorporating a pedestrian crossing facility.
The route runs along the centre of the highway
with realigned carriageways either side.

Further south the route runs parallel with the
Dudley Southern Bypass along an existing
purpose built corridor, with a stop located east
of New Road. The scheme is located within
the north eastern carriageway of the bypass in
this area and a park and ride site, which is
also forms part of the scheme, is located to the
north west adjacent to New Road. Although
some residential properties are located in this
area (for example on New Road and Shaw
Road) the area is mainly commercial and
industrial in nature. Adjacent to Shaw Road
the scheme leaves the Dudley Southern Bypass
on an embanked area, and crosses under
Blowers Green Road and the eastern arm of
the Dudley Southern Bypass on existing
overbridges before rejoining the existing rail
corridor. A tram stop is located at Cinder
Bank east of Blowers Green Road, which will
be served by a park and ride site.

At Birmingham Street (North) the alignment
leave Castle Hill. Birmingham Street (North)
will be realigned in this area to accommodate
the scheme.
The route then continues east to join a
remodelled Bus Station on Porters Field and
Fisher Street. This will require the construction
of retaining walls where the alignment joins the
bus station. A tram stop is located within the
bus station to provide interchange to bus
services. From this location the scheme joins
Birmingham Street (South) and proceeds onto
King Street via a signal controlled access.
Traffic management measures will be
implemented on King Street to accommodate
the scheme.
The alignment continues south, joining Flood
Street via a signal controlled access from King
Street. Flood Street will be realigned to the
east. A provisional tram stop is also located in
this area and although this stop will form part
of the TW Order application, its construction
will be dependant on developer contributions.
The alignment then crosses New Mill Street via
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Plan of Dudley Town Stop Area and Interchange (For illustration only)

18
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Artist Impression of Dudley Town Stop Area and Interchange (For Illustration Only)
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Section of Dudley Town Stop Area and Interchange (For illustration only)

Dudley Town

●

Location

●
●

The Dudley Town stop is street running at the
bus station, adjacent to the main retail area of
Dudley and is a focal point for public
transport.

Design Proposals
●
●

Issues
●
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●

Integration of tramstop with bus station
and taxi rank to provide convenient
interchange and enhance
existing facilities

Disjointed and unpleasant pedestrian
environment
Create civic presence
Respect existing views

Create public space
Integration of bus station and tram stop
Provide safe, direct and convenient
pedestrian routes that link public
transport interchange with the
town centre

Plan of Flood Street Stop Area (Provisional) (For illustration only)
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Section through Flood Street Stop Area (Provisional) (For illustration only)

Flood Street (Provisional)

Design Proposals

Location

●

The Flood Street stop is on street in Dudley
Town Centre, adjacent to retail and commercial
uses and a potential development site.

●

Issues

●

●
●
●
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Uncertain development context
Current lack of urban identity
Location of pedestrian crossings

●

●
●

Create identity for Flood Street as
tree lined avenue
Propose buildings to enclose
Flood Street
Create public space at junction with
King Street and Flood Street
Co-ordinate with Dudley Town/King
Street proposals
Identify pedestrian crossing points
Integrate stop platforms with pavement

◆

All works to this stop are provisional
and will be funded by developers of
the adjacent development site should
any future development take place

Plan of New Road Stop Area (For illustration only)
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Plan of New Road Park & Ride (For illustration only)

New Road
Location
The New Road stop is on an embankment,
adjacent to Dudley Southern By-Pass and Park
and Ride site.
Issues
●
●
●
●

Exposed to weather and By-Pass
Constricted approach
Lack of security due to absence
of local surveillance
Safety - Potential for tram drivers to
be dazzled by car lights

Design Proposals
●
●
●
●
●
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Special design considerations to
overcome exposure
Increase comfort at stop approach
Exploit prominent location on By-Pass
to make a feature of tram stop
Enhance links to Park and Ride
Provide additional local signposting

Plan Cinder Bank Stop Area (For illustration only)

Cinder Bank
Location
The Cinder Bank stop is in cutting, adjacent to
a roundabout in a prominent location within
Dudley’s road network.
Issues
●
●
●
●

Distant relationship with Park and Ride
across a busy road
Adjacent to a busy roundabout
Poor street presence - potentially
prominent location
Security problems due to lack of
immediate catchment and surveillance

Design Proposals
●
●
●
●
●

Mark location with prominent lift
and stair tower
Enhance signposting in
immediate locale
Move stairs and lift away from away
from roundabout
Enhance landscape to tram corridor
and By-Pass
Improve pedestrian crossing
and visibility
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Existing Rail Corridor - Blowers Green Road to Pensnett Canal

Stops

(For illustration only)

The stops along the section of route from Blowers
Green Road to Pensnett Canal include:
●
Pedmore Road

Canal Street (Provisional)

Waterfront

●

Pedmore Road
Canal Street

After rejoining the existing mothballed rail
corridor, the scheme continues west adjacent to
Thornleigh Trading Estate where it rises onto an
existing embankment before crossing the existing
Parkhead Viaduct over Dudley Canal and
Parkhead Locks. In this area there is provision
for a single track for the Wednesbury to Brierley
Hill scheme and single track for heavy rail only.
The works will necessitate the construction of a
retaining wall and a widening of the
embankment in this area, in addition to
substantial works to rebuild the viaduct. To the
north east, land uses are mainly industrial in
nature, and include the Peartree Industrial Estate.
A Conservation Area, incorporating an area of
open space adjacent to the locks and a number
of residential properties are located to the north
west of the alignment.
The scheme then crosses under Pedmore Road
where the alignment is in cutting. A tram stop is
located to the east of Pedmore Road and works
will also be required to widen Buxton Road and
Wood Street in this area. The alignment then
continues south west crossing the Pensnett Canal.

Merry Hill

A provisional tram stop, which is subject to
developer contributions, is located to the south
west of the Pensnett Canal crossing.
The scheme then crosses Canal Street where it
leaves the existing rail corridor for the final time.

Brierley Hill Terminus
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A provisional parking site, developed by a third
party, is located in this area. However, powers
to build and operate this site will form part of the
scheme.

Plan of Pedmore Road Stop Area (For illustration only)

Pedmore Road
Location
The Pedmore Road stop is in cutting, adjacent
to a major road and residential/employment
area.
Issues
●
●
●
●
●
●

Poor environment to south of stop
Poor security
Weak relationship to Pedmore Road
and housing to west
Lack of visual presence on
Pedmore Road
Location of traction power sub-station
Poor environmental quality of
approach area from Buxton Road

Design Proposals
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Create more generous stop approach
from Buxton Road
Create larger pedestrian areas at stop
entrance on Pedmore Road
Highlight stop entrances on Pedmore
Road and Buxton Road with a beacon
Provide pedestrian crossing on
Pedmore Road
Introduce tram stop signposting
Relocate proposed traction power substation away from tramstop entrance
Unify proposed traction power substation and existing sub-station with
new retaining walls and landscaped
embankment
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Plan of Canal Street Stop Area (For illustration only)

Canal Street
Location
The Canal Street stop is on a viaduct, within
the existing industrial area of Round Oak.
Issues
●
●
●
●
●

Poor environmental quality
Limited pedestrian accessibility
(presently only from Round Oak)
Lack of street presence
Safety and security due to lack
of surveillance
Integration of metro with proposed
development envisaged in Dudley UDP

Design Proposals
●

●
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Develop closer association of lift and
staircase with tram stop as focal point
of new public space
Co-ordinate tram stop layout with
Dudley UDP proposals

Merry Hill - Pensnett Canal to Brierley Hill (For illustration only)

Stops

The embankment is to be remodelled to a oneway road from Level Street.

The stops along the section of route from Blowers
Green Road to Pensnett Canal include:
●
Pedmore Road

Canal Street (Provisional)

Waterfront

Merry Hill

Brierley Hill Terminus

●
●

Waterfront
Merry Hill
Brierley Hill

The scheme terminates alongside Cottage Street,
which will be realigned to accommodate the
scheme, at Brierley Hill.

The route then turns east on a reinforced earth
embankment through the former Hill and Smith
site east of Round Oak Rail before crossing the
Dudley Canal on a new bridge structure. The
route then turns west and continues adjacent to
Waterfront Way (North), before turning south
between the Waterfront development and the car
park that serves the site. A signal controlled atgrade crossing will be provided on the access to
the Round Oak Rail/Norish premises. A tram
stop is located adjacent to the main entrance to
the Waterfront development.
The alignment then continues south, parallel with
the realigned Waterfront Way (South) on an
embanked area. A signalled at-grade crossing
will be provided on Waterfront Way (South).
The route then leaves Waterfront Way (South) on
an embanked area, crossing Level Street
roundabout at grade via signal controlled
crossings. The alignment then continues south
west between The Embankment and Dudley
Canal, to the north west of the Merry Hill Centre.
A tram stop is located in this area adjacent to
the canal. The route continues on a retained
embankment before crossing the Dudley Canal
via a new bridge structure, and turns west before
crossing the Leisure Centre access road, which
will be stopped up on the southern side of the
scheme. A new access road to the Leisure
Centre will be constructed as part of the scheme.
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(For illustration only)

Waterfront Stop

Canal Street Stop
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(For illustration only)

Waterfront Stop
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(For illustration only)

Merry Hill Stop
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(For illustration only)

Brierley Hill Terminus

Merry Hill Stop
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(For illustration only)

Brierley Hill Terminus
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Artists Impression of Waterfront Stop Area (For illustration only)

Waterfront

Issues

Location

●

The Waterfront stop is at grade, within the
waterfront business district, on the main
pedestrian access that connects to the canal
side leisure facilities.

●
●

Design Proposals
Tram stop requires identifying within
development area
Creation of an appropriate pedestrian
environment
Integration of metro with proposed
development envisaged in Dudley UDP

●

●

A wide crossing point is necessary to
accommodate the main pedestrian
route through the Waterfront
Co-ordinate tram stop layout with
Dudley UDP proposals including
provision of identified public open space
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Artsists Impression of Merry Hill Stop (For illustration only)

Merry Hill

●
●

Location
The Merry Hill stop is elevated above the
shopping centre, adjacent to the canal
towpath.

●

●
●

Issues
●
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No context established

Lack of relationship to shopping centre
Exposed Location
Considerable difference in level
between tram stop and
shopping centre
Develop connection with
canal towpath
Integration of Metro with proposed
development envisaged in Draft
Dudley UDP

Design Proposals
●
●

●

Relocate lift and staircase to realign
with track crossing
Co-ordination of tram stop layout with
future proposals outlined in Draft
Dudley UDP which provides for
expansion of shopping centre
Provide a dedicated link from tram
stop to shopping centre and adjoining
developments, both existing
and proposed

Plan of Brierley Hill Terminus Area (For illustration only)

Brierley Hill

Issues

Location

●
●

The Brierley Hill Terminus is at grade, on the
backland to the existing High Street.

●
●
●

Design Proposals
Legibility of connection to High Street
Awkwardly close relationship with the
Leisure Centre
Lack of visual presence on High Street
Pedestrian safety in Cottage Street
Integration of metro with proposed
development envisaged in
Dudley UDP

●
●
●

Pedestrianise Cottage Street up to
High Street
Sign tram stop location in High Street
Co-ordination of tram stop layout with
Dudley UDP proposals. These
involve the creation of a major public
space and a tree lined Central Avenue
along the route of the metro towards
the shopping centre
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APPENDIX 1 - SYSTEM WIDE
REQUIREMENTS
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Appendix 1 - System Wide Requirements
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Design Life
Appendix 2 - Developers Technical Guide for
Metro Extensions 2002 Revision
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Appendix 3 - Construction Phase

71

Appendix 4 - Detailed Design for
Chelsfield Ownership
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Material/Component

New Structures and Structural Elements

Design Life
(in years)
120

Material/Component

Design Life
(in years)

Roof Coverings

50

Buildings

50

External Walls

50

Stops and Stop Buildings

30

Internal/Walls and Partitions

50

Stop Furniture

10

Fencing

20

Protective Coatings to
Engineering Structures:
New Structures

12

Ballasted Track: Segregated
Existing Structures
Track Rails

20

Concrete Sleepers

50

Wooden Sleepers

20

Non Ballasted Track: Shared

Internal & External Finishes to
Building Works:
Paintwork (On Wood)

5

Paintwork (On Metal Etc)

10

Track Base

50

Plastics and Plastic Coatings

30

Track Rails

20

GRP

30

Overhead Electrification Supports

50

Enamel Coatings

50

E & M Plant & Equipment

20

Glazing Systems

50

Light Rail Vehicles

30

Galvanising/Zinc Coatings

25

Metal Plating

25

Signalling Systems (Inc Cabling)

25

Control Systems (Inc Cabling)

25

Pre-Cast Concrete Box Culverts
Drainage Works
Earthworks
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8

120
50
120

Paved Areas (Inc Highways)

30

Communications Systems (Inc Cabling)

25

Signs

10

Electronic Equipment (Inc Cabling)

25

APPENDIX 2 - DEVELOPERS
TECHNICAL GUIDE FOR METRO
EXTENSIONS 2002 REVISION

DESIGN PARAMETERS
The design parameters have been derived from sources such as HM Railway Inspectorate (HMRI)
Guidance on Tramways standards and the Midland Metro Line 1 specification to produce a general
design standard for future expansion of the Midland Metro network and manufacturers specifications.

Contents
Design Parameters

78

Horizontal Track Geometry

78

Vertical Track Geometry

78

Stops

78

Stops to be on the straight

78

OHLE Minimum Wire Height

79

Vertical Clearance to Structures

79

Midland Metro LRV Specification

79

Applied Cant

80

Cant Deficiency

80

Cant Gradient

80

Rate of Change of Cant

80

Rate of Change of Cant Deficiency

80

Vertical Accelerations (with v as the
design speed in km/hr)

Horizontal Track Geometry
Desirable minimum horizontal radius (R(H))
(Off Street Tramway Alignments)
Absolute minimum horizontal radius (R(H)min)
(Midland Metro Line 1 Concession Deed: Schedule 2: Clause 11.1)

= 250m
= 25m

All of the above are permissible on gradients of up to 4% or in exceptional circumstances
a maximum of 8.0% will be considered.

Vertical Track Geometry
Desirable Maximum gradient

= 4%

Maximum gradient

= 8%

Desirable minimum vertical radius (R(V))
(Midland Metro Line 1 Concession Deed: Schedule 2: Clause 11.10)

= 1000m

Absolute minimum vertical radius (R(V)min)
(Midland Metro Line 1 Concession Deed: Schedule 2: Clause 11.10)

= 250m

80

Jerk (the rate of change of
lateral acceleration)

80

Clearances on Highways

80

Combined Horizontal and Vertical Track Geometry
Please see Design Graph on page?????????.

Technical Characteristics of Midland
Metro Vehicle Used on Line 1
Graph Showing Permitted Combined

80

Stops
Stops to be on the straight.

Horizontal and Vertical Track
Geometry for Midland Metro

81

Typical Cross Section Arrangements

81

(800m horizontal radius curve will be considered in exceptional circumstances, and in such
situations a desirable maximum of 40mm lateral boarding gap between the tram and platform
edge must be maintained.)
Maximum Gradient
terminus
0.2%
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Maximum Gradient
through stops As open track (except where
the driver may leave the vehicle, then the terminus criteria must apply).

a. For Track Radii below 100m seek specialist advice.
b. For Pull Off Spacing above 35m seek specialist advice.

Length (terminus)

2 tram + 1x10m straight = 86m+10m=96m

Length (through stop)

1 tram + 2x10m straight = 43m+20m=63m

(Brecknell Willis & Co. Ltd – Midland Metro Line OHLE contractors)
The use of building attachments or combined lighting column methods OHLE support,
are preferable to dedicated supports where possible.

Horizontal gap between tram and platform should not exceed 40mm.
(In the event that a wider gap is proposed a risk assessment will be required for each location
affected, to determine the likely implications of the increased degree of hazard)

Vertical Clearance to Structures
Shared Running

-

Platform Cross Fall
2.5% Maximum
(measured from the back of trackside edge to the rear of a side platform or centre of
an island platform.)

Segregated Running

-

Midland Metro LRV Specification
Track Gauge
1435mm
(Midland Metro Line 1 Concession Deed: Schedule 2: Clause 11.10.4)

OHLE Minimum Wire Height

Total Length
not more than 43000mm
Total Width
2650mm
(Midland Metro Line 1 Concession Deed: Schedule 2: Clause 11.2.3)

Street Running
5800mm (shared running)
(Railway Safety Principles and Guidance, part 2, Section G: Clause 182)
Street Running
6550mm (shared running at Abnormal Load Routes)
(Midland Metro Line 1 Concession Deed: Schedule 2 Figure 4d Note 10)

The Maximum permitted static height of any LRV is 3675mm including pantograph
when stored down and out of use.

Public Access
5200mm (segregated tramway)
(Railway Safety Principles and Guidance, part 2, Section G: Clause 183)

(Midland Metro Line 1 Concession Deed: Schedule 2: Figure 4d. 9.)
Door Opening Size
minimum 1250mm wide x1910mm high
(Midland Metro Line 1 Concession Deed: Schedule 2: Clause 11.3.1)

Restricted Access
4300mm (segregated tramway)
(Midland Metro Line 1 Concession Deed: Schedule 2: Figure 4d)

Power Supply to LRV
750Vdc Nominal
(Midland Metro Line 1 Concession Deed: Schedule 2: Clause 11.1.1)
(Railway Safety Principles and Guidance: part 2 Section G – Clause 157)

OHLE Pull Off (Span) Spacing on Curved Track
Track Radius (m)
100
200
250
300
450
500
600
750
1000
2000
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Absolute Minimum
5950mm
Desirable Minimum
6200mm
See attached drawing MM/GEN/SD/01

Nominal Maximum
Span Length (m)
15
20
25
25
30
35
35
40
45
45

Please see attached page for Ansaldo Midland Metro Line 1 Specification.
All new vehicles shall fit within the DKE of the Ansaldo T69 tram.

The following Design Standards have been taken from the ‘Railtrack – Track Design Handbook –
RT/CE/S/049’ to be used for the design of future Metro Extensions.

Applied Cant
Running lines-absolute
Running lines-desirable
Stops
Switches and crossings-desirable
Maximum cant to be applied to straight
track in street running for drainage
purposes and follow the highway profile

Clearances on Highways
-

150mm
100mm
zero
zero

-

15mm

-

130mm
110mm
130mm

-

1in400

-

110mm/s
55mm/s

-

80mm/s
55mm/s

Where LRVs, are operating in an on street environment, lanes used by both trams and laden goods
vehicles (LGVs) or passenger carrying vehicles (PCVs) should be at least 3530mm wide for a
single –lane carriageway and preferably 3650mm, but not less than 3300mm wide for a two
lane carriageway. Exceptionally a lane adjacent to that used by trams may be reduced in
width to 3250mm.
Lane widths narrower than the above should be agreed with the Highways Authority after discussion
with the Department of Transport Local Government and the Regions and Highways Agency.
(Reference – Railway Safety Principals and Guidance: part 2, Section G - Clause 99 and Note 2)

Cant Deficiency
Technical Characteristics of Midland Metro Vehicle Used on Line 1.
Absolute maximum
Desirable maximum
Maximum through switches and crossings
Cant Gradient
Maximum
Rate of Change of Cant
Absolute maximum
Desirable maximum
Rate of Change of Cant Deficiency
Absolute maximum
Desirable maximum

Vertical Accelerations (with v as the design speed in km/hr)
Absolute minimum radius for circular curves
Normal minimum radius for circular curves
Absolute minimum k for parabolic curves
Normal minimum k for parabolic curves

-

(v2/2.54)m
(v2/1.27)m
(v2/254)m
(v2/127)m

-

0.3m/s3

Jerk (the rate of change of lateral acceleration)
Maximum

Technical Characteristics
Wheel arrangement
Track gauge
Total length
Total width
Maximum height with pantograph
in its housed position
Minimum height of contact wire
Bogie centres
Bogies wheelbase
Wheel diameter (new)
Floor height
● at the boarding sills
● in the low floor areas
● in the articulation
● in the high floor areas

8+2+B
1435
24240 mm
2650 mm
3675
3865
7750
1800
680

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

335
350
370
850

mm
mm
mm
mm

Headroom
● in the high floor areas
● in the low floor areas
Door opening width
Tare weight
Gross weight
Passengers:
seated
standing (4/m2)
Min. horizontal curve radius
Min. vertical curve radius
Maximum gradient
Line voltage
Auxiliary voltage
Total continuous power
Maximum speed
Acceleration
Service deceleration
Emergency deceleration

2100 mm
2400mm
1250 mm
34000 kg
44500 kg
58
102
25 m
250 m
62.5%
750 Voc
24 Voc
420 kW
75 km/h
1 m/s2
1 m/s2
25 m/s2
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Graph Showing Permitted Combined Horizontal and Vertical Track Geometry for Midland Metro
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APPENDIX 3 CONSTRUCTION PHASE

-

As part of the development of any project
careful planning through the construction phase
is essential. The following elements will be
addressed for the construction phase of this
project:
●

●

Nottingham LRT under construction

Nottingham LRT under construction

Nottingham LRT under construction

Site Access - Management of
construction traffic & vehicle access
to construction sites
Maintenance of Existing
Trafficked Routes
- Provision and maintenance
of escape routes as affected
by construction
- Provision and maintenance of
fire engine and fire
fighting access
- Traffic management of public
transport and private vehicles
during highways
construction works

●

●

●

Provision and maintenance of
servicing access
during construction
Temporary Signage - Requirements for
maintenance and provision of new
signage during construction
Site Boundaries (hoardings, Site
Screening) - Provision of hoardings,
boundary fences etc
Storage of Plant and Materials

Further details can be obtained from the
Environmental Statement, ‘Construction Code of
Practice’ and other relevant ‘Technical Note

Nottingham LRT under construction
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APPENDIX 4 - DETAILED DESIGN
FOR CHELSFIELD OWNERSHIP
Surface Treatments - Footways/Pedestrians

1

2

3

4
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To provide integration between pedestrian’s
and the tram system, suitable footways should
be designed and constructed to service the
tram stops and to provide a network of links
between strategic nodes. Footways should be
designed to be in keeping with the existing
surrounding environment or the newly
constructed pedestrian/shared use areas. All
footways should be designed to meet the most
up-to date DDA (Disabled Discrimination Act)
regulations and British/European Standards,
and should be constructed from suitable
materials that provide safe, convenient and
direct access to key areas of the system from
the local community. Surface finishes for areas
of footway/public space adjacent to the Metro
Corridor should have a low efflorescence level,
and should match, compliment or better the
following styles:- Paviours - ‘Charcon Andover
(Cream)- Textured Concrete Blocks’, or,
‘Marshals Tegular (Mixed)- Textured Concrete
Blocks’. Examples of these finishes are
illustrated in photographs 1,2 and 3. In
areas adjacent to the highway, (i.e. Local
Authority footways), or in other selected spaces
a suitable black macadam finish, laid to the
suitable BS and EN standards, may be utilised.
Footways should be designed and constructed
to provide links from the main highway
(adopted or private) to the nearest tram
stop/terminus. All footways should be lit to a
suitable level using high quality light fittings,
preferably mounted on lock and tilt supports
for ease of maintenance, that are in keeping
with the local area. Overall lighting shall be

5

6

designed to Part 9 of BS5489, with an
average illumination level of 30 lux with a
colour temperature between 3800K and
4200K.
Examples of suitable light fittings from
the Geo range, produced by
Woodhouse plc, which are already in
use in this area, are illustrated in
photographs 4, 5 and 6.
Suitable directional/waymarking signage
should be provided to give communicative
information to pedestrians using the existing
and new footway network. These signposts
should be designed to be in keeping with
signage already in use in the surrounding area.
Examples of suitable directional
signage, which are custom built to suit
each location by ‘Drakard and
Humble’, Milton Keynes, which is
already in use in this area are
illustrated in photographs 7 and 8.
Examples of signage adjacent to
Midland Metro Line 1 are illustrated in
photographs 9 and 10.

7

8

9

10

Suitable pedestrian crossings should be located
adjacent to each tram stop and over all road
crossings to provide safe pedestrian passage
points. Each crossing should be designed to suit
each location, in terms of style, lighting, tactile
paving layout and visibility for pedestrians,
LRV’s and other road vehicles. Examples of
suitable pedestrian crossings are
illustrated in photographs 11(Sheffield),
12 and 13 (Midland Metro Line 1).
All footways running adjacent to the metro track
should be clearly defined using suitable
materials/kerb lines to provide an
understandable difference between footway
and live tramway. Highly pedestrianised
spaces, such as those surrounding The
Waterfront and Merry Hill canal plateau stops
and the Brierley Hill Terminus, should utilise lowlevel drop kerbs, such as ‘Baggeridge Half
Batter Radius Kerbs’. Areas adjacent to
highways should utilise suitable concrete
edging kerbs to differentiate between these two
areas. All kerb lines should clearly highlight the
difference in level between the footway and the
tramway/roadway, such that pedestrians are
deterred from walking within unsafe areas for
an extended duration of time. Various tactile
paving styles are to be implemented into all
footways that provide direct access to a station
from a local/private highway or pedestrian
thoroughfare. The layout of the tactile paving
should enable the visually impaired to find their
way to a station from a given point.
General use footways shall be of a min. width
of 2m, unless forming part of a main access
route/pedestrianised space, where they should
be increased to accommodate the estimated
pedestrian flows. The minimum headroom to be
provided for footways passing under any
obstructions should be 2.3m.

11

15

16

To provide an increased feeling of space and
integration into the local area, pedestrian
spaces should be included, as illustrated in
photographs 14, 15 and 16, around all
tram-stops and areas of interest, where
appropriate and where space is available.

12

17

13

18

14

19

Examples of suitable pedestrian
footways are illustrated in
photographs 17 (Midland Metro
Line 1), 18, 19 (Croydon, 20 and 21
(Merry Hill).

20

21
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